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1

the job of a musician in a metal band is to be a wild man; that of a 
documentary photographer is to be a fly on the wall. Both of them need a 
fair bit of stamina, persistence and dedication to their art to achieve the 
desired outcome.

Following and recording the life of Frankenbok has taken three years of 
photographer Michael weinhardt’s life, touring, observing, roughing it with 
the band, making friends and enemies with them, getting inside their heads 
as well as into their professional and personal lives.

photography can take you places most people would never dream of going 
so this book is as much a document about Michael’s dogged persistence 
as it is about the vicissitudes of Frankenbok’s wild career.

it’s always instructive to think about what it’s taken to get a photograph: 
what the photographer went through to capture an image, a series. think 
Frank hurley on the western Front in world war 1, in antarctica with 
Shackleton. what those soldiers and explorers endured, he endured; what 
they achieved, he achieved. Michael has had privileged access into a rare 
world. he reveals for us, with great clarity and not a little inspiration, that 
behind the mad mask of “metal band” are real people living the same 
messy lives as the rest of us and trying to crest the waves and keep their 
heads above water.

Michael and Susanne Silver 
15/08/2016. Melbourne.

F O r E w O r d
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“... and side by side the world-wandering 
whale ships lay silent and safely moored 
at last; while from others came a sound 
of carpenters and coopers, with blended 
noises of fires and forges to melt the pitch, 
all betokening that new cruises were on 
the start; that one most perilous and long 
voyage ended, only begins a second; and a 
second ended, only begins a third, and so 
on, for ever and for aye.”

— herman melville, Moby Dick, 1851

L I F E L I N E
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aarON AzzA BUtLEr
guitars
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tIm ONE TAKE mIEdEckE
bass
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mIchaEL MicK mOrLEY
drums
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daN DANiMAl mcdOUgaLL
vocals
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NathaN YETi amatNIEkS
guitars
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L I F E L I N E

“it ain’t all hookers and blow, mate.”

— azza

eddieS
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at a shopfront that Frankenbok just started renting, yeti works on the renovations that will turn it into a dedicated headquarters, recording studio and equipment 
storage space. their new home will eventually be nicknamed The lab, in reference to its use by the previous tenant to manufacture illicit drugs. 
01/11/2012. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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dan surveys the room that recently housed the equipment used by his printing business, A&D. He has almost finished moving A&D to a larger location that, along 
with the purchase of more equipment, will increase its capacity to meet a corresponding increase in clients sourced from new business partners. 
07/12/2012. Albion, Victoria.
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azza reviews the equipment that Frankenbok will take to a gig later in the evening. Frankenbok is currently located at A&D and, along with dan’s business, has to 
move out over the next few days. the band’s belongings will subsequently be stored at various members’ houses until renovations at The lab are completed. 
07/12/2012. Albion, Victoria.
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Frankenbok plays the DimeDay 2012 show at the Home Tavern. it’s the last gig at the end of a busy year for the band. 
08/12/2012. Wagga Wagga, New South Wales.
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Frankenbok uses the first show of 2013 to launch a new album, cheers, Beers & Beards!, at the Bald Faced Stag Hotel in Sydney. the room isn’t packed but 
includes a few fans who have travelled hundreds of kilometres to see the band. 
20/01/2013. leichhardt, New South Wales.
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“Setting up the place was astronomical 
in terms of price; by the time i had it 
[A&D at its new location] open for 
about 1.5 months, it was christmas 
2012 and i’d spent all my savings. 
and then, the t-shirt business shuts 
for a few weeks over christmas until 
mid-January. and then we had a really 
shit January in general and there was 
no word from these dudes [business 
partners] as yet about any work, and i 
also had a client that owed me $30k.”

— dan

at A&D’s new location, dan prepares a screen that will be used to print a new range of Frankenbok merchandise. A&D produces 
Frankenbok’s merchandise for free, which allows the band to pocket 100% of the profits, helping to keep them financially afloat. 
it’s why A&D is sometimes called the engine room of the band. 
16/03/2013. Maidstone, Victoria.
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yeti feeds a freshly printed t-shirt into A&D’s screen printing conveyer dryer. when yeti wanted to leave his former job in late-2012, dan helped him out by hiring 
him on as an employee of A&D. 
16/03/2013. Maidstone, Victoria.
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Frankenbok rehearses in azza’s garage while work on the The lab’s renovations continue. 
09/04/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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Frankenbok rehearses in azza’s garage. 
09/04/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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Mick adds sound dampening material to the walls at The lab while Yeti finishes plasterboarding. The rest of the band has started helping Yeti because 
renovations are taking longer than expected. the aim now is to do the minimum work needed to allow the band move in and rehearse. 
16/05/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.



25

yeti itemises the tools of his that were stolen from The lab overnight. a police investigation yielded neither the perpetrators nor the tools and left yeti 
approximately $4000 out-of-pocket. work on The lab is delayed until new tools can be bought or borrowed. 
08/06/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.



26

dan and azza are interviewed in azza’s shed for a documentary on australian metal, Metal Down Under (2014), written and directed by nick calpakdjian (far-
right), shot by cinematographer adrian price and produced by Animus industries. 
05/07/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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Tim helps Yeti during a final push to complete renovations at The lab. 
05/08/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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Frankenbok moves into The lab with a sigh of relief; band activities were complicated during the ten months the renovations took to complete. More than just 
simplifying band operations, though, The lab is where music will be created and played, where the band’s soul will be fed and sustained. 
12/08/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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the band sets up at The lab for the first time and christens it with a rehearsal. 
12/08/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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at The lab, Frankenbok fulfils orders for its new live performance DVD, Home is Where the Stage is, recorded at The Prague Bar in Melbourne two years earlier. 
22/08/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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yeti and tim work on a new song at The lab. 
24/08/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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“within six months it got to the point 
where i couldn’t open the doors 
anymore, i didn’t have any money to 
trade. From that point, my whole life 
turned upside down. everything i’d 
done for 10 years was just gone.”

— dan

dan attends a meeting with an employment services provider as a requirement of receiving the government’s Newstart allowance. 
the risk that dan took to grow his business didn’t pay off; he closed A&D and declared bankruptcy in august 2013. 
06/09/2013. Footscray, Victoria.
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“and obviously with the business falling 
apart leading up to that [bankruptcy], 
the drinking was something i did to 
avoid the situation as much as i could.”

— dan

Dan’s drinking has significantly increased and the other band members are worried.
07/09/2013. Maidstone, Victoria.
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PTSD is one of many songs in various stages of development for the new album, work on which has accelerated since the band moved into The lab. 
26/09/2013. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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yeti reviews print designs. when dan closed A&D, yeti took a risk and started his own printing company, seeding it with A&D’s former clients. the risk came with 
several challenges that include raising money for printing equipment, finding an office, living 80 kilometres from most of his clients in Melbourne, coordinating 
the use of a car with his partner, brittany, and continuing to meet band commitments. unsurprisingly, his life became hectic. 
31/10/2013. Kinglake West, Victoria.
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before playing the Sonic Forge show at The Espy, Mick straps his wrist to protect it from the high-intensity drumming that is the foundation of metal music. 
Several years earlier, he had surgery on his wrist to address painful inflammation and reconstruct damaged ligaments. 
30/11/2013. St Kilda, Victoria.
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Frankenbok’s last gig of 2013, at The Espy. It’s the first time the band performs in The Espy’s Front Room and another time yeti ignores the ban against him from 
playing there at all. the ban came into effect after a run-in with the The Espy’s notorious bouncers in 2009. 
30/11/2013. St Kilda, Victoria.
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Frankenbok meets at the Reverence Hotel for a final catch-up before the Christmas holidays. They also take the time to discuss a few niggling issues, including 
overseas touring possibilities and prioritisation of gigs versus work on the new album. 
10/12/2013. Footscray, Victoria.
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L I F E L I N E

“have no fear, we won’t back down.
united, we will never say die.”

— Frankenbok, Never Say Die, 2011

deScent
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dan works on lyrics for the new album at The lab. 
04/03/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.

“I’ve never been prolific with lyrics, I tortured over it. 
i hated it. i always hated writing lyrics. it never came 
easy, or very rarely.”

— dan
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producer of several Frankenbok albums and long-time friend, peter Reggie bowman, lends the band recording equipment and a computer with music production 
software to help them work on their new album. 
04/03/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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Frankenbok chats online with andrew geldard, manager of new Zealand band, 8 Foot Sativa, who Frankenbok will tour with around australia in a few weeks. the 
tour is a good opportunity although its disruption to work on the new album adds to the unease tim is feeling about the band. 
15/03/2014. Brooklyn, Altona.
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“i felt so stretched trying to meet all 
the responsibilities and commitments 
i had ... i think i told them that at this 
stage in my life the band will only work 
for me if we can find some way to hit 
the cruise control because this high 
speed wheel spinning was making me 
miserable. ... i also felt that there was 
a lot of confusion, within the band, 
between activity and achievement.”

— tim

directly after the meeting with andrew geldard, tim shares his concerns about the band’s progress and reveals how demoralised 
he is as a result. he wonders if it’s worth it, given how busy his life is with a young family and a new job that he wants to do well in. 
15/03/2014. Brooklyn, Altona.
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tim seems unhappy enough that he could quit the band, but that’s not his intention and nobody asks him to. instead, the rest of the band empathises with him 
and share some of their own concerns as well. Tim is urged to stick with it; the others are confident things will be back on track after the 8 Foot Sativa tour. 
15/03/2014. Brooklyn, Altona.
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Mick reviews the band’s upcoming tour schedule with 8 Foot Sativa. He generally handles the band’s operations, including gig scheduling, logistics and finances. 
10/04/2014. Footscray, Victoria.
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azza visits his grandmother, enid parker (aka Nanabok), before a gig that Frankenbok is playing at The cambridge Hotel in nearby newcastle later that evening. 
12/04/2014. Kurri Kurri, New South Wales.
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dan on stage at The cambridge Hotel. 
12/04/2014. Newcastle, New South Wales.
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a few weeks before the The cambridge Hotel gig, Dan gave up the drinking that had become a negative and potentially dangerous influence in his life. 
unfortunately, he relapsed before the show and drank heavily for several hours afterwards.
13/04/2014. Newcastle, New South Wales.
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Dan tries to start a fight with Azza. Azza recalled being close to obliging 
dan but, outwardly, seemed more interested in diffusing the situation. 
13/04/2014. Newcastle, New South Wales.

“it needed to happen to me personally. i needed to 
get to that point, pretty much, to know that there’s 
nowhere else to go but up. which is a really good 
feeling, when you finally come to that point.”

— dan
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the night after The cambridge Hotel show, Frankenbok drives back to Melbourne, stopping to play a gig in albury before arriving home early on Monday morning. 
14/04/2014. Hume Highway, Victoria.
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Mea culpa. dan says there is no excuse for his behaviour in newcastle, which includes $1000 worth of damage to a rental car. there is a tacit understanding 
that dan will have to leave the band if he continues to drink. there is also an explicit understanding that yeti will punch him in the face if he sees dan with a drink 
in his hand again. this is where dan and the band draw the line in a last ditch effort to head dan off of a dangerous path. 
16/04/2014. Brooklyn, Altona.
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“Righto — crunch time ... Our financial situation is ... kinda bleak. The cash account is 
empty, and there’s just over $4000 owing on the credit card. So we need to concentrate 
on our immediate income streams as a priority.”

— mick (21/04/2014)
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Yeti laughs at an old notebook of lyrics he found while cleaning his shed. He is preparing the shed for conversion into a home office from which he can manage 
his business, do design work and print (when he can afford to purchase the screen printing equipment he needs). The subsequent simplification of business 
operations should make yeti’s life far less stressful than it has become. 
31/05/2014. Kinglake West, Victoria.
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Mick volunteers for Earthcare St Kilda, a group that monitors the St Kilda breakwater’s penguin colony. Mick is exploring future career options by volunteering 
with organisations that share his wildlife and environmental interests. The little free time his various commitments leave him is filled with band work that he is 
occasionally frustrated by, due to what he feels can sometimes be a lack of help with band operations. 
15/06/2014. St Kilda Breakwater, Victoria.
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regarding an opportunity arranged through dave haley of 
Psycroptic, Yeti suggests that frankenbok tour Japan as a support 
act for Entombed a.d. in September 2014 ...

“at the end of the day, i’m a yes.”

— mick (06/07/2014)

“if it was 2 weeks it would be worth considering, but for 4 dates this 
is waaaay too much money. it’s gonna cost about $10000 aud - for 4 
shows. ... Sorry boys to rain on the parade but it’s not worth it for that 
price i reckon.”

— dan (06/07/2014)

“we’d be looking at playing in front of approx 12000 people in 4 days. 
that’s more then we have in the last 7 years.”

— Yeti (06/07/2014)

“Gotta find 10k then, eh? For a bunch of cunts that can’t even pay off 
the current credit card bill that could be unfucking realistic.”

— tim (06/07/2014)

“i’ve told dave no.”

— Yeti (08/07/2014)
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band goals currently differ, as do  ideas on how to accomplish them. this challenges the band’s ability to maintain momentum and is causing tension. in 
response, dan devises a long-term plan to help the band achieve its aims while satisfying the individual needs of its members. yeti asks for, and is given, a short-
term reduction of band duties to free up the time he needs to get his increasingly stressful and time-consuming business on track. 
12/07/2014. Brooklyn, Altona.
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Frankenbok meets with Siew, a Melbourne-based music producer, to talk about song writing, production approaches and a possible collaboration. 
06/08/2014. collingwood, Victoria.
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outside Siew’s studio, the band members excitedly discuss Siew’s offer to collaborate; Siew has donated his time and experience to mentor individual band 
members before working with them as a group to produce a new single. the opportunity means an additional commitment of time and effort by the band. 
06/08/2014. collingwood, Victoria.
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the discussion about Siew’s offer shifts to yeti’s diminished commitment and its impact on the band. in response, yeti reveals the complex array of personal and 
business-related issues impacting his life and, distressingly, he voices his fear that his partner, brittany, might leave him if he can’t sort everything out. 
06/08/2014. collingwood, Victoria.
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excitement sparked by dan’s plan and Siew’s help causes a band refresh that includes a set list update. Some members want to incorporate songs they don’t 
often play live although Yeti is concerned about his ability to find the time to learn them. Despite the refresh, the work Frankenbok started with Siew comes to a 
halt. It is one of several signs of the trouble the band is finding itself in. 
10/08/2014. Brooklyn, Altona.
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“and this morning, for a variety of reasons, i just caught myself thinking, ‘do i just 
sell all my drums and walk away from it all?’ The ongoing lure and tug of far less 
stress, plus many other highly satisfying opportunities that come knocking that i 
regularly push aside, are both strong forces.”

— mick (21/08/2014)
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at The lab, tim records vocals for a new song, Proxy Bomb. 
04/09/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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“what i do know is that we can’t do anything without making our product good, 
so all focus is on that - and it’s just jam by jam for me at the moment. time in that 
room is worth its weight in gold (fools gold probably for us).”

— mick (05/09/2014)
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Mick and his wife, erin, discuss a month-long volunteering opportunity with Sea Shepherd at taiji (aka The cove) in Japan. it means a month away from 
Frankenbok and has the potential for further opportunities that could leave Mick with little or no time for the band in the future. 
06/10/2014. Footscray, Victoria.
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Sam richards (right) shoots video at The lab for Never to Return, a 
new single the band is working on. 
12/10/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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the band reviews video shot for their new single, Never to Return. Dan drove the completion of the song to coincide with his trip to a metal-oriented film and 
music festival in the uSa in a few weeks, where new music from the band will help him promote them. 
12/10/2014. Brooklyn, Altona.
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yeti, azza and dan have a laugh during a recording session. the tensions and worries that are increasingly affecting the band momentarily fade away when they 
get together, particularly when they rehearse. but they only rehearsing once a week now, sometimes without a full band, and the band’s cohesion is being tested. 
16/10/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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dan and azza at work in The lab. 
16/10/2016. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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during rehearsal, dan wonders why Mick isn’t drumming at the level he is capable of, the level that was a big factor in dan wanting to join Frankenbok. 
16/10/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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Mick accepts that his drumming is off; the pain in his wrist has been increasing with frequency and intensity for a while. 
16/10/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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yeti soundchecks before Frankenbok’s set at the Halloween iV show at club led (near newcastle). 
31/10/2014. Broadmeadow, New South Wales.
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dan relaxes before Frankenbok plays their set at the Halloween iV show. dan hasn’t had a drink since the band’s last trip to newcastle several months ago and is 
keen to put on the best show he can for the band, the audience and himself. 
31/10/2014. Broadmeadow, New South Wales.
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the day after the club led show, frustrations spill over as the band lets yeti know that sympathies for him are waning. the band want’s to move forward but yeti’s 
involvement is now minimal, as is communication with them (and everyone, as he tries to resolve his work/life issues). Frankenbok wants yeti to decide on his 
future with the band but yeti is weighed down by all that is happening in his life and he doesn’t have the answers that either he or Frankenbok need. 
01/11/2014. Kurri Kurri, New South Wales.
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“Meeting tomorrow night. lots to discuss, and free of booze this time. and, yeah, 
if the meeting doesn’t happen tomorrow night for whatever reason then i’m done. 
those of you unsure about your ability to commit to this band had best do some 
serious fucking thinking between now and then and make up your mind. it’s time 
to move forward with a clear and well-planned agenda with 5 guys who are all on 
the same page or we end it now and stop wasting everyone’s time. thats where 
i’m at. See yas tomorrow night.”

— dan (11/11/2014)
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a meeting is held and the main topic is commitment. unsurprisingly, yeti’s commitment issues are discussed, again. unexpectedly, Mick’s dedication is 
questioned, although he responds by saying he has “worked hard to be in this band” and he warrants the same opportunity as other members to step back 
from time-to-time, as he has done recently. the problems with the band remain unresolved despite the meeting.
12/11/2014. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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yeti drives to Melbourne to drop brittany off at work before making several business-related stops around town, printing t-shirts in bacchus Marsh at his business 
partner’s office and getting to rehearsal in Brooklyn. He has driven 280 kilometres over 24 hours and the productivity he loses by covering these distances a few 
times a week will hopefully be recovered when he can work from his almost-complete home office. 
13/11/2014. Whittlesea-Yea Road, Victoria.
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“i can’t say no; i ended up trying to do 
too many things for too many people.”

— Yeti

yeti prints t-shirts using direct-to-garment (dtg) printers - that he can’t yet afford for his own business - at a business partner’s 
office in Bacchus Marsh. 
13/11/2014. Bacchus Marsh, Victoria.
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Frankenbok plays a new year’s eve show at the Ptc Eltham gym. the show was donated by the band to a fund raising campaign for an independent music 
company and was won by the gym’s owner, adam Mazzon (bottom-right). Steve watts, guitarist for Heaven the Axe and a friend of the band, plays a few songs. 
31/12/2014. Eltham, Victoria.
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dan and azza are interviewed by andrew brown at the studios of The Hard Rock Show, a Melbourne-based community television show (on c31) about hard and 
heavy music. the interview ranges from the band’s history to plans for the future, and dan and azza talk excitedly about the Frankenbok’s future. 
11/01/2015. cranbourne, Victoria.
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L I F E L I N E
cruSh depth

“crUSh dEPth, called ‘collapse depth’, is 
the submerged depth at which a submarine’s 
hull will collapse due to pressure.”

— wikipedia
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“azza caught me by surprise. i wasn’t working with him on that day [28/01/2015] 
and then he came around, just dropped in at the end of the day, and saw this look 
on my face and just asked me, ‘What’s wrong?’ and he asked, ‘You’re out, aren’t 
ya?’ And I said, ‘Yes.’ And I don’t know why he asked me that but it certainly wasn’t 
the answer he expected. ... i didn’t want it to be that way but he asked me that 
question and i couldn’t lie to him.”

— dan
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Dan resigns from Frankenbok but finds it difficult to explain why. In hindsight, giving up alcohol was an important factor in his decision; Dan used to drink to lower 
the inhibitions that made it hard for him to get on stage as a front man and, rather than risk drinking again, he instead chose to stop being a lead singer. 
28/01/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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the band is surprised and confused by dan’s sudden retirement; dan had been quite enthusiastic about the band’s future over the last few days and the trouble 
he’s had articulating why he is leaving hasn’t clarified things. Azza’s prompting seems to have brought things to a head sooner than Dan had planned for and 
have put him on the back foot. 
28/01/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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“we’ve been through a lot already with 
other members through the years, 
i guess. Sometimes i thought ‘well 
there’s not much you can do, we’re 
here to play, are we gonna make the 
most of it or not?’”

— mick

Mick and tim jam directly after dan quits. 
28/01/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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azza and tim try to understand why dan resigned, how his departure impacts Frankenbok and what the band should do next. 
29/01/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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dan is back in Frankenbok. he had neither planned to quit on-the-spot nor leave the band in the lurch without a lead singer. he subsequently took the chance to 
resign the way he had hoped, by staying on until the new album is completed and his replacement is found. 
04/02/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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“dan was unreceptive to my vocal/lyrics to one of the new songs he was going to 
record; the song had been sitting there for months. he sounded off about me just 
being the bass player (once i expressed disappointment that he wouldn’t even 
listen to my recording of it). i didn’t quibble with him at the time (i diffused the 
situation by backing off) but after stewing on it for 2 days i decided that he was so 
far out of line it needed to be addressed. So i did and drew a line saying he was 
out and should stay out, pretty much.”

— tim
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an unfortunate and heated discussion between tim and dan ends with another meeting called. it is a pivotal moment for Frankenbok: tim asks dan to leave for 
good and yeti tenders his resignation. 
11/02/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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yeti resigns because he is disappointed about the band turning down an overseas touring opportunity in Japan and he worries that staying will both exacerbate 
the band’s issues and risk his friendships with the other band members. Mick, in Japan volunteering for Sea Shepherd, is informed online. 
11/02/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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at the business end of a two-year-long downward spiral, tim and azza ponder the repercussions of Frankenbok without dan and yeti. 
11/02/2015. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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after the collapse of the band he started 17 years earlier (with tim, Mick, Scott lang and adam glynn), azza gets on his bike and rides home. 
11/02/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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tim visits azza immediately after the meeting in which dan and yeti leave the band. tim worries he overreacted to dan’s comments but azza doesn’t think so. as 
dire as the situation the band is now in, there is a sense of acceptance that what happened was going to happen, and needed to happen. 
11/02/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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“the result of that whole thing pushed me to a point which i never ever thought i’d 
end up at but i got very very close to a mental break down. Just the constant struggle 
of trying to make things work, trying to hold things up, trying to do everything you 
can, trying to push forward, and then getting the wind knocked out of you, and then 
finding the courage to go, ‘gotta push forward’. I think I did that about four or five 
times in a row but i think it happened that one too many times.”

— azza
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L I F E L I N E

“a ship in harbor is safe, but that is not what 
ships are built for.”

— John a. Shedd, Salt from My Attic, 1928

one voyage endS 
another beginS
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Tim finalises the content of the Facebook post that confirms Dan and Yeti have left the band and thanks them for their contributions. The post includes an 
invitation to other musicians to apply for the vacant lead singer and second-guitarist positions. 
03/03/2015. collingwood, Victoria.
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azza and Steve watts relax before a Heaven the Axe rehearsal. azza and tim began playing for Heaven the Axe (Steve’s band) after some of its members left. in 
return, Steve temporarily filled in as a replacement for Yeti before eventually transitioning into the position on a permanent basis. 
04/03/2015. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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daniel white tries out for the lead singer position. he is offered the job a few weeks later. 
26/03/2015. Brooklyn, Altona.
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“and our goals are now, given a lot of the shit that we’ve been through, our goals 
are very very very small goals, and the other stuff will come after it. you can 
look at playing castle donington, or you can look at getting to band practice on 
Tuesday night, first.”

— azza
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tim, Mick, Steve and daniel at rehearsal. 
17/10/2015. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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“pieces break away sometimes but 
that thing that’s Frankenbok seems to 
just keep moving. it doesn’t move at 
lightning speed like some things do; 
you have to get up real close to it to see 
that it’s actually moving. it’s no race 
car; it picks up speed now and then, 
and we get real wobbly on the S-bends 
but even when it’s not happening it 
seems to grind forward, with or without 
you. it’s probably something i can’t 
stop doing.”

— azza

azza at rehearsal. 
17/10/2015. Brooklyn, Victoria.
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cover for Frankenbok’s Vicious, lawless lp (due out in early-2017) 
Reproduced with kind permission of Frankenbok and Nick Rakham (Artist).
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epilogue
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Dan, exactly one year without alcohol, takes a break while working as a traffic controller. Azza helped him get this job and they both remain good friends. They are 
also members of another band, NEVER, in which dan plays guitar. 
13/04/2015. Yarraville, Victoria.
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Yeti prints a job from his home office in Kinglake West. Working from home helped with some aspects of running his business but not enough to alleviate all 
the challenges of work and life he had faced. yeti and brittany later moved to Melbourne before yeti took up a full-time job with a former employer and gave his 
business away. he also joined a Melbourne-based punk band, Vicious circle (formed in 1983), as their guitarist. 
20/05/2015. Kinglake West, Victoria.
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dan at NEVER’s inaugural performance at the Reverence Hotel. 
26/09/2015. Footscray, Victoria.
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yeti with Vicious circle at The Tote. 
10/10/2015. collingwood, Victoria.
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dan and azza chat before Frankenbok’s set at The Evelyn Hotel, the second of two shows the band played in 2015. Sadly, it doubled as a farewell show for Mick 
who had to retire due to worsening wrist problems, although he did play drums on Frankenbok’s new album before finally handing over to Tommy Rossell.
12/12/2015. Fitzroy, Victoria.
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azza leans his guitar into the crowd during Frankenbok’s set at The Evelyn Hotel. 
12/12/2015. Fitzroy, Victoria.
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Mick spends time with friends and fans after his last show with Frankenbok, at The Evelyn Hotel. 
13/12/2015. Fitzroy, Victoria.
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P O S t S c r I P t
dan Mcdougall and nathan Yeti amatnieks both attended Frankenbok’s 
June 2006 gig at Melbourne’s Green Room. as musicians and fans in the 
australian metal community, they had crossed paths a few times in the 
past, more than enough to find themselves right up in front of the stage, 
arm-in-arm and singing along during Frankenbok’s set.

around a year later, dan and yeti were together again at another Frankenbok 
gig. this time, though, they were on stage as members of the band.

Joining original members aaron Azza butler (guitar), tim Miedecke (bass) 
and Mick Morley (drums), Dan and Yeti filled the recently vacated lead 
singer and second-guitarist positions respectively. by late-2012, when i 
first encountered this lineup of the band, they had added a hundred gigs 
and two new albums to the already significant body of work produced by 
Frankenbok since the band formed in 1997.

i met Frankenbok as part of a photography project i was developing that 
aimed to document what it took to be an australian band in an underground 
form of music like metal, and Frankenbok ticked all the boxes. as a thrash/
groove metal band, they started strong and, despite not finding commercial 
success, kept going for fifteen years across several lineup changes. Now 
grown up, they had day jobs, families, children and bills. Some had interests 
outside of music, a couple were in other bands. yet, with life and a band 
to manage, and a declining music industry to navigate through, or around, 
they were making it work.

It was the first rehearsal I went to that made Frankenbok the project rather 
than a part of it. they were physical and technical, and played with a 
beautiful, aggressive intensity. i vividly remember the air being punched 
across the room by Mick’s bass drums, and dan arching and twisting his 

body with fervour as he screamed into the mic. it was one of the key music 
experiences of my life.

During that rehearsal, I also caught my first glimpses of who they were. As 
individuals, they were an eclectic bunch: azza was the wise working-class 
veteran of music and life, tim, the self-proclaimed born to be mild family 
guy, Mick, all business and a bit cheeky, dan, a mesmerising front-man and 
philosopher, and yeti, the tough-yet-sensitive Kinglake mountain-man with 
a million great stories. their diversity as people made it seem improbable 
for them to be in the same band.

“we’re musicians. each of us is fucked up but we fully accept that we’re all 
fucked up and work with it. it’s how we roll,” said yeti, irreverently describing 
what it took to keep them together.

however, a force much stronger than acceptance permeated the group, a 
kind of human gravity derived from deep bonds of friendship. More than 
five musicians who simply shared a passion for metal, they were good 
mates having fun making and playing the music they wanted. this was 
the essential character of the band, its ethos. and it was the heart of the 
story i wanted to document, set against the backdrop of a bright future that 
included a move into a purpose-built studio, plenty of shows to play and the 
production of a new album.

it never occurred to me that i would actually document Frankenbok’s 
collapse instead.

over two and a half unrelenting years, i witnessed dan succumb to alcohol 
and depression, yeti buffeted by a multitude of work and life stressors and 
a couple of other band members consider their own futures with the band.
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The flow-on effect from these myriad, relentless issues complicated the 
effort of simply keeping a recording, gigging band operational and ultimately 
caused Frankenbok’s life to become a grinding “two-steps-forward, one-
step-back” shuffle. Yet they stubbornly, stoically rode out the gusts and 
withstood the storms.

given their resilience, it was a complete shock when dan and yeti left the 
band in January 2015. it was also heartbreaking and there was little joy in 
documenting it. the reality, of course, is that no plan survives contact with 
life and i had to follow the story as it veered further away from its original 
destination, unable to understand how it got to where it ended up; i couldn’t 
reconcile the events i’d witnessed with the people i’d come to know.

i photograph what i feel as much as what i see. i felt what the band had felt 
and wasn’t able to let it go for some time after finishing photographing them. 
This mood influenced my first few rounds of image selection, which painted 
a depressing picture and, worse, did not resolve into a faithful narrative 
of the band and what happened to them. i felt like there was something 
more to it than simply a break up. in time, as my perspective shifted from 
“ground zero” to “ten-thousand foot view”, i found what i was looking for, a 
question tucked away behind the photographs of a band falling apart. Why 
did Frankenbok’s collapse take so long?

the answer says everything about the character of the band. when it would 
have been easier to cut and run, the band payed out more line instead. 
when the choice was between being a band member and being a friend, 
Frankenbok favoured the latter. they grumbled and bickered like brothers 
do, but they were overwhelmingly driven by their care for each other and the 
faith that everything would work out. Just one more hill to climb, just one 
more river to ford, and she’ll be right. So they went for more than two years 
before they found themselves standing on the precipice, tired, frustrated, 
battered and bruised.

but they went there willingly and endured as long as possible. 

For each other.

Sadly, the momentum of their travails carried them over the edge. who can 
withstand the flood? Dan and Yeti departed, leaving Azza, Tim and Mick to 
ponder the band’s future, though Frankenbok may have decided for them.

“pieces break away sometimes but that thing that’s Frankenbok seems to 
keep just keep moving. ... it’s probably something i can’t stop doing,” said 
azza.

a year later, Frankenbok had a new, stable lineup with azza, tim, daniel 
white (vocals) and ricky barbour (guitars). Mick played drums on the band’s 
upcoming album but wrist damage caused him to retire before handing 
over to Tommy Rossell. By late-2016, Frankenbok was close to finishing a 
new album, Vicious, lawless, and the band was starting to gig regularly.

Frankenbok sails on with a new crew, across new seas, towards new 
horizons and, thankfully, this book doesn’t serve as Frankenbok’s obituary. 
to me, at least, it feels more like a testament to the band’s longevity and, 
if intent and action are anything to go by, to the friendships shared by azza, 
tim, Mick, dan and yeti.

Mick still finds his way to rehearsal every few weeks to hang out and, 
sometimes, even plays drums. dan became Frankenbok’s quasi-sixth 
member. “he may have left the band but he is spending more time on the 
new album than all the other band members,” remarked azza. a jack-of-all-
trades, Dan also did lighting for the new lineup’s first gig at Melbourne’s 
Brewtality metal music festival in august 2016.

yeti’s journey has taken him further away from the band since his departure, 
including across musical genres where he’s found a home in an australian 
punk band, Vicious circle. but he does stay in contact with other band 
members as much as possible. he was also at Brewtality, and once again 
found himself in right up in front of the stage, cheering Frankenbok on, this 
time as both a fan and a mate.

Michael weinhardt 
19/11/2016. canberra.
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Frankenbok with Special guest (l-r): Mick Morley, aaron Azza butler, enid Nanabok parker, nathan Yeti amatnieks, tim Miedecke and dan Mcdougall. 
02/11/2014. Kurri Kurri, New South Wales.
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photography can feel like a solo endeavour, but it takes a hell of a lot of people 
to help realise a “solo” project like this and i’m grateful to all of you.

Kylie, you were with me all the way, from before the beginning to past the end. 
this book would not exist without you.

thanks to Mum and dad for a lifelong lifeline.

liv reppas introduced me to Frankenbok and changed my life.

the music photography of Zo damage and barry c. douglas was inspirational. 
Mat de Koning’s excellent Australian music documentary film, Meal Tickets 
(shot over 10 years!), along with Mat himself, helped me through the hardest 
parts of this project, including the “Friday night blues”.

the following have supported this documentary in many ways: 2 lurg crüe,trudy 
beadman, peter Reggie bowman (Screamlouder productions), andrew brown 
and the hard rock Show, nick calpakdjian (animus industries), ché, graeme 
cole (Full Flight birds of prey), Mark evans and bille evans, Serenity Furjan, 
Jonathan guthmann, darren hodgson (Midas, yarraville), alexis lexie Jane, 
leigh Jones (waratah Mercedes), Shazzie Keegan, adam Mazzon (ptc eltham), 
pockets, pozible, nick rackham (Vicious, lawless album cover art), Siew 
(red door Studios), tilley’s devine café, emma woodall (northern hospital), 
abreact, cryptic abyss, dreadnaught, heaven the axe, King parrot, Moustache 
ant, never, vicious circle and 8 Foot Sativa.

thanks to Frankenbok’s family: enid (aka Nanabok), Susan, barry, Michelle, 
parker, hayden, riley, nick, Jasmine, charmaine, Zack, peter, dorothy, erin, 
dave, gail, brittany, Karl, anna, Mary, ando, ian and cheryl.

dave butler, thanks for your support and for being the nicest bloke around.

So much gratitude goes to Frankenbok’s fans, especially Mark osborne, Steve 
west, damien Smith, alan Matches gryszan, dean thompson, owen beard-
bok whitehead and dan corbett. and Mark hogan, for asking how i was.

andrew chapman, thank you for listening to me bang on about this project for 
four years, for your invaluable advice and for the example you set.

For design and layout, hodaka Shibata and anna wolf kept me in the lane, and 
are highly recommended. any errors are probably where i disagreed with them.

rebecca bilous had to hack through the raw material of the postscript and 
Susanne Silver had to polish back the rough edges. neither had time but both 
had excellent advice and lots of patience. My, sinceriest, thankfulness.

Michael Silver provided a way for me to come in from the cold before doubling 
down to review this book and, with Susanne Silver, write its Foreword. it’s 
impossible to thank you both enough for this and, with colin abbott and daniel 
Silver, for Magnet.

thanks to the Frankenbok alumni for taking the time to tell me all about it: 
adam “hutch” glynn, Scott lang, adam b. Metal and Steve watts. and best 
wishes for the newbies: ricky barbour, tommy rossell and daniel white.

not enough thanks can go to azza, tim, Mick, dan and yeti, who shared their 
lives without constraint, let me photograph *everything* and treated me more 
like William from Almost Famous than Dr Phil from Some Kind of Monster. it 
was a privilege.
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a B O U t
mIchaEL wEINhardt is an australian photographer who has covered 
stories in the uSa, peru, cuba and australia since 2008. Michael’s work 
has appeared online and in print, including Real change News (Seattle), 
HEAVY and VERi.live (Melbourne) and The courier (ballarat). Michael 
currently resides in canberra, australia.

www.Michaelweinhardtphotography.coM

mIchaEL aNd SUSaNNE SILVEr are the directors of Magnet gallerieS 
MELBOURNE, a not-for-profit centre of photography in the heart of 
Melbourne’s cbd, following on from eight years as directors of NewNorth 
Gallery and Photonet Gallery in Melbourne, both dedicated to photography.

in 2017, Michael will celebrate the milestone of fifty years as a professional 
photographer. he has worked on staff and freelance for newspapers 
in australia and in Fleet Street and has run a commercial freelance 
photographic business with his wife, Susanne, since 1986. 

Susanne has worked on publications and newspapers in england and 
australia and as a freelance writer.

www.Magnet.org.au

FraNkENBOk, a Melbourne-based thrash/groove metal band formed in 1997 
that released its first album, Greetings & Salutations (lp, Faultline records) in 
2000. Frankenbok followed up with The loopholes & Great Excuses (ep, 2001, 
dark carnival), which included a metal cover of Madison avenue’s Don’t call Me 
Baby that got significant rotation on radio and television.

the band’s second full-length album, Blood Oath (lp, 2003, roadrunner records) 
was well received but did not garner enough sales to keep the band on its upward 
trajectory. however, Frankenbok continued on, releasing Murder of Songs (lp, 
2007, prime cuts), The last Ditch Redemption (ep, 2008, prime cuts), The End 
Of All You Know (lp, 2011, Fair dinkum records), cheers, Beers & Beards! (lp, 
2013, Fair dinkum records) and a Home is Where the Stage is (live concert dvd, 
2013, Fair dinkum records). Frankenbok’s most recent album is Vicious, lawless 
(lp, 2017, Fair dinkum records/nerve gas).

Frankenbok has had several lineup changes since forming in 1997 with aaron 
Azza butler (guitars), adam Hutch glynn (vocals), tim Miedecke (bass), Scott 
Lang (guitars), and a drum machine. Michael Morley’s first show as the band’s 
permanent drummer was in mid-1999. hutch quit the band in late-2002 and was 
replaced by adam b. Metal in early-2003. Scott left in early-2006 with adam doing 
both vocals and guitars before being asked to leave in early-2007. dan Mcdougall 
became Frankenbok’s new vocalist shortly after and nathan Yeti amatnieks came 
onboard as the second guitarist in mid-2007. dan and yeti resigned in January 
2015. a couple of  months later, daniel white and Steve watts replaced dan 
and yeti respectively. Mick played his last show in december 2015 and left after 
contributing drums to Vicious, lawless and handing over to tommy rossell. ricky 
barbour took over from Steve watts in early-2016.

www.FranKenboK.coM

http://www.michaelweinhardtphotography.com
http://www.magnet.org.au
http://www.frankenbok.com




“It takes a certain tenacity to spend years of your life documenting a relatively unknown band. Your final creation 
won't be riding the coattails of the band's success, so you have to strive extra hard to capture those moments of 
truth that will resonate with an audience.” 
— mat de koning, director of Meal ticKetS, www.mealtickets.tv

“i feel very strong about the band, your work and the story behind the 
life they lived, throughout the highs and lows.” 
— Owen 'Beard-Bok' whitehead, Frankenbok Fan

“Michael has had privileged access into a rare world. he reveals for us, with great clarity and not a 
little inspiration, that behind the mad mask of “metal band” are real people living the same messy 
lives as the rest of us and trying to crest the waves and keep their heads above water.” 
— Excerpt from the Foreword by michael and Susanne Silver, Magnet
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